‘Thailand’ page & Itinerary from Fraser Yacht
Beautiful Winter Destinations in the Southern Hemisphere Book

“ENDLESS COVES AND BEACHES”

Thailand

The ‘Land of Smiles’ is characterised by the warm, hospitable people and myriad islands with endless coves and beaches you can claim all to yourself.

Most charters focus on the Andaman Sea coast and around the island of Phuket and Koh Phangan islands where high season runs from November until March, or cruise northwards to the diving meccas of the Similan and Surin islands.

A ‘jewel in the Gulf of Siam’ off the eastern coast of Thailand, Koh Samui is part of an archipelago of more than 60 islands in the South China Sea. Fine-silken sands, swaying coconut palms and calm waters are emblematic of this peaceful location with perfect cruising weather from April to October.
THE LAND OF SMILES

The second and warmest welcome of Thailand awaits along rice terraces, cliffs and rocky peninsulas. Gentle elephants lumber through tropical forests that surround waterfalls, grottos, and orchids. The nearest waters and pristine beaches offer the finest seafood, prepared magnificently with the skill and flavors of Thai cuisine. These are among the pristine jungles, the Andaman Sea and the Gulf of Thailand. Cover two seasons here we explore Samui.

SAMPLE ITINERARY

DAY 01: A refreshing warm-up in the Patricia, a.....

DAY 02: Visit the world-renowned Temple at the

DAY 03: The nature reserves of Koh Samui and the

DAY 04: A visit to the Pranburi Nature Park offers

DAY 05: The stunning views of Koh Phangan are

DAY 06: A visit to the...